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Business Process Model Driven Approach
for Automatic Use Case Model Generation

Salam Turkman and Adel Taweel(B)

Computer Science, Birzeit University, Birzeit, Palestine
salma.turk@gmail.com, ataweel@birzeit.edu

Abstract. Requirement elicitation is an essential step for establishing software
requirements. They define the outcomes upon which software functionality is pro-
duced. However, several studies have shown majority of errors found in software
functionality are directly linked to requirement elicitation. To address, this paper
proposes a structured approach to derive system requirements automatically using
business process models. It employs a systematic mechanism to improve business
process models and transformation method to generate requirement models. It
employs 26 defined heuristics rules that maps and controls transformation. The
proposed approach is evaluated using seven case studies. Results show the via-
bility to generate software requirements from business process models, and the
automatic generation of rich UML-based use case diagram. The proposed app-
roach achieves more precise and valid requirement specifications and was able to
generate additional valid use case model features compared to other competing
approaches.

Keywords: Requirement engineering · Business process modelling · Use case
model

1 Introduction

Effective requirement elicitation is an essential process in developing software applica-
tions [19]. It necessitates using appropriate requirements elicitation methods for devel-
oping successful software projects. They play an important role in determining whether
a project delivers the desired business value and meet management constraints, in terms
of time and budget [20]. Many large projects fail due to errors in requirement elicita-
tion, with some studies reporting such errors can be very difficult to discover and very
expensive to fix [10]. Several alternative promising approaches based on business pro-
cess models have been proposed to address these issues [21–23]. They identify business
processes as essential element to determine software requirements and user needs and
demands from the software applications that provide them [22].

Several business process-based approaches have additionally proposed enabling
automatic generation of requirement specifications from underlying organization busi-
ness models, overcoming errors that often result from traditional manual-based require-
ment elicitation methods. However, these approaches require significant manual inter-
vention. A previous paper proposed a general approach that achieves better transforma-
tion of software specifications from business models and reduces manual intervention
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significantly [29]. This paper proposes an approach (named BMSpec) that uses busi-
ness process models to derive more accurate software requirements, which in majority
can be generated automatically. It proposes a new business model-driven approach for
the automatic derivation of UML-based requirement specifications from existing busi-
ness process models. A key advantage of business process modelling that it enables the
engagement of end users in requirement elicitation. The proposed approach, equally
enables the engagement of end users even longer, additionally in the business process
model re-design which helps to produce better engineered business requirements and
solution. The proposed approach developed a systematic method that encompasses a
set of heuristic rules that transforms an existing business process model into a BMPN-
conforming businessmodel inclusive of prospective “To-Be” processes [21]. Introducing
awell-defined business process “To-Be”modelling step for generating requirement spec-
ifications results into a more successful software product due to the additional engage-
ment of end users in this business re-engineering stage, unlike traditional approaches that
usually include only initial engagement of users. The “To-Be” business process model is
then automatically transformed to a Use-Case Model, inclusive of both the UML-based
Use-Case diagram and the detailed Use Case descriptions.

The proposed approach has been evaluated on seven case studies. Results show accu-
rate transformation compared with other gold-standard based traditional approaches.
They also show the dependency, of the transformation, on the input business process
model, whereas the more details it includes, the higher the efficiency of the transfor-
mation. The generated requirement specifications are represented as Use Case models
that include detailed use case descriptions and associations between use cases within
minimal manual intervention.

2 Related Work

Derivation of software specification from business process models has been studied
by several researchers [1–4, 13, 22]. Some of the approaches proposed an algorithm
to automatically transform business model into functional requirements, as a use case
diagram [1]. Itworks by creatingmeta-models for both the use case diagramand business
process model then compares definitions in the twometa-models. It then attempts tomap
between concepts from across the twomodels. However, the total error percentage in the
generated use case diagram was relatively high at 40%. Another approach used RADs
(Role Activity Diagrams) to model business processes to attempt finding associations
for use case diagram derivation [2]. However, the notions of a “Role” and an “Actor”
in RADs were not clear enough and incompatible with UML, which resulted into a not
well-formed use case diagram.

The notion of “automated activity” in an improvedRADmodelwas suggested tomap
to the notion of “action or function” in the use case diagram to improve the derivation
[3]. This approach, however, has shown lack of process visibility with focus on use
cases only with no notation of associations between them. A manual transformation to
obtain use case model based on business process models was proposed [13]. Although it
provided the first approach that attempted to generate use case description from business
process models, but it did not focus on generating the use case diagram. A set of rules,
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predefined from natural language sentences, were used to generate the use case diagram
manually from BPMN elements, the resultant use case diagram however did not cover
the association between use cases such as extend, include, invoke and precede. A similar
manual approach, using business-oriented to requirement elicitation model (BORE), for
deriving system requirements from business process models was proposed to integrate
requirements engineering and business process engineering [4]. This may be particularly
useful when system requirements are in need of early discovery.

The use ofDEMO(dynamic essentialmodeling of organizations)was investigated, as
an alternative approach, to find most suitable methods to identify correct use cases [22].
The suggestion is to use a combination of several requirement generation approaches
together to enhance use case derivation. Although, the above demonstrate the potential
of automatic generation of software specifications from business models, the need is
to automate the derivation consistently using standardized notations. Hence the aim of
this paper, it proposes a systematic approach based on well-defined heuristic rules on
standardized business process BPMN notation.

3 Proposed Approach

The validity of the underlying business process model is the key to represent the process
of the organization business processes. A business process model function does not only
represent the overall business process, but also can be used for decision-making within
an organization. To do so, however, this requires the business model to be sufficiently
detailed and consistently represented with valid modeling notations. Therefore, if well
defined, such model can be used to generate requirements for the software needed to
support business processes.

Thus, the proposed approach developed two new methods to ensure consistent
derivation of use cases from business models:

1) TO-BE model preparation: a structured and systematic TO-BE business model
preparation method that ensures the production of a valid model. It takes an existing
AS-ISmodel as input and produces awell-defined valid TO-BEmodel as output. The
validity of the TO-BE model is ensured by confirming the consistency of the con-
straints, the correctness of the representation and modeling notations. The success
of the final result depends mainly on this step, because end users as well partici-
pate in developing the TO-BE model, and thus the strength of this approach is in
enabling the engagement of end users in the design stage and not just in early stage
of requirement modelling.

2) USE-CASE transformation: It takes the TO-BE model as input and produces a
USE-CASE model as output. This method developed a set of heuristics rules that
are employed to derive and transform the TO-BE model into a USE-CASE model.

In the TO-BE model preparation method, to address the input AS-IS model, the
proposed approach employed requirement and business model engineering integration
from [4]. This step requires manual processing and the required effort depends on
the status of the existing AS-IS business process model, in terms of process details,
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consistency of application of business constraints and of modeling notations. For the
USE-CASE transformation, it developed an algorithm that transforms input TO-BE
BMPNXMLobjects into software specifications represented asUML-basedUSE-CASE
XML objects. BMSpec’s transformation algorithm employs a developed set of heuristics
rules, see Sect. 2.1, that defines relations between TO-BE business process representa-
tion (objects) and UML-based USE-CASE representation (objects). These methods are
described in further details in the following subsections.

3.1 TO-BE Model Preparation

To achieve consistent transformation of business process models to use-case software
specifications, models need to adhere to a consistent and valid representation. However,
due to the variation of existing business models in terms of representation, modeling and
validity and consistency in the use of modeling (BPMN) notations, a manual transfor-
mation is adopted. Manual transformation ensures that AS-IS models are consistently
transformed into TO-BE models. Understandably this may introduce additional effort,
and requires modeling expertise, but does not require software engineering expertise.
The required level of effort heavily depends on the status of the AS-IS model. Where
the input is just a manual AS-IS model and does not cover the user interaction with
the system, it requires reengineering to build a valid TO-BE model. This may include
analysis of the purpose and effect of the software information system on the business
processes. At the end of this step is to identify clearly the automated tasks that represent
user interactions with the system. Therefore, it is important to follow good model-
ing practices to result into significant business improvement [6]. In business process
reengineering, processes need be reengineered while taking full advantage of automa-
tion to improve business outputs, which may require changing how the business function
[7, 8]. Both process and information flows need to be considered along with how people
interact with systems to achieve integrated business functions [8].

For maximum benefit, process reengineering should focus on both system perspec-
tive, i.e. to reach a clearly defined use case, and business process perspective, i.e. to
reach clearly defined business needs from the information system [9]. In this step, the
proposed approach aims to identify user interaction tasks with the software system.
These tasks often represent important functions, or use cases, that the use case model
must include. In other words, each identified use case specifies a functionality that the
systemmust provide for an actor to achieve a business function or process. The proposed
approach assumes AS-IS model is represented using BPMN notations. To guide process
reengineering, it defines a set of rules to achieve the TO-BE business process model:

• Rule 1: Define automated tasks that are achieved fully by the system without any
action from user as service tasks.

• Rule 2: Define tasks that represent an action of the user on the system.
• Rule 3: Remove manual tasks (<<task>>) that cannot be achieved by the system.
• Rule 4: Ensure gateway (<<gateway>>) are appropriately defined and used.
• Rule 5: Specify <<events for task>> not only <<start events>> but also
<<intermediate events>> and <<end events>>.

• Rule 6: Define all participants as <<Roles>> not as <<pool>> or <<lane>>.
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• Rule 7: Assign appropriate (performer) for each user <<task>>.
• Rule 8: Specify required <<data objects>>.
• Rule 9: Specify required <<message flow>>.

On the other hand, in cases where the existing AS-IS models are designed with a
clear software system purpose and the role of the software system on the business is
clearly defined, the transformation to the TO-BE model is straightforward. However, a
manual check is needed to confirmvalidity and consistency of the use ofBPMNmodeling
and notation. This requires to ensure correct use of BPMN notations, for example, for
specifying task types, declaring conditions for gateways, events name and types. To
conform to BPMN notations, the proposed approach defines the following set of rules
to guide this modification:

• Rule10: Set task type as service task, if the task is fully executed by the system.
• Rule 11: Set notation description correctly obeying BPMN’s notations, i.e.:
• Rule11.1: set a name for each <<gateway>>.
• Rule11.2: Set a name for each <<condition>>.
• Rule11.3: Set a name for each <<data object>>.
• Rule11.4: Set a name for each <<data store>>.
• Rule11.5: Set a name for each <<start event>>.
• Rule11.6: Set a name for each <<intermediate event>>.
• Rule11.7: Set a name for each <<end event>>.
• Rule11.8: Set a name for each <<message flow>>.

3.2 Use Case Diagram Transformation: Heuristic Rules

Once TO-BE model is re-engineered, it is used as input to for the transformation. The
proposed approach depends on the TO-BE model to be consistent and valid. Therefore,
it developed a set of heuristic rules that conform to the correct and consistent use of
BPMN notations. The heuristic rules are then used to identify and generate actors, use
cases, and their associations and transform them into a use case diagram. Therefore,
the developed heuristic rules are based on consistency and normalization of the BPMN
notations.

To achieve, BPMN have been studied as a language, not just in terms of its notations
but also their semantic use and meaning. Although published BPMN resources and
guidelineswere used as a reference, but inmany cases notation and their semantic uses are
not précised defined. Therefore, to reach a better-defined semantic use of the notations,
70 real-time business models have been studied and analyzed to arrive at consistent
transformation and interruptions ofBPMNnotations and their combinations. This helped
reach a better understanding of applied uses of the notations and to develop heuristic rules
that caters variable semantic uses. Generally, heuristic rules define semantic mapping
between business model BPMN notation and software requirement UML notation. For
example, a task or activity represents user interaction with the system. In a use case
diagram, a use case presents functionality a user wants to achieve through the software
system [12]. Thus, a heuristic rule takes the assumption that each activity can be mapped
into a use case.
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To enable automatic transformation, a computational algorithmwas developed based
on the heuristic rules. The algorithm takes, as input, the TO-BE model represented as
BPMN XML objects, saved from a BPMN modeling tool, combines and applies the
heuristic rules to generate the USE-CASE model. The generated USE-CASE model, is
generated as XML objects, formatted and used as input to UML-based modeling tool, to
generate a USE-CASE diagram. The following describes the developed heuristics rules.

HRule1:Map each activity to a use case. The use case name is the activity name (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. HRule1.

HRule2: Map each performer to an actor. The actor name is the role (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. HRule2.

HRule3:Map each association between an activity and performer to association between
actor and use case in use case diagram (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. HRule3.

HRule4: Map sequence flow between two activities to “Precede” association between
the corresponding use cases (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. HRule4.

HRule5:Map exclusive decision gateway between two activities to “extend” association
between the corresponding use cases (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. HRule5.
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HRule6: Map data association between activity and input data store to include
association between the corresponding use cases (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. HRule6.

HRule7: Map data association between activity and output data store to include
association between the corresponding use cases as shown in an output data store (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. HRule7.

HRule8: Map data association between activity and input data object to include
association between the corresponding use cases as shown in an output data store (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. HRule8.

HRule9: Map data association between activity and output data object to include
association between the corresponding use cases as shown in an output data store (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. H Rule9.

HRule10:Map sequence flow between activity and service activity to Invoke association
between the corresponding use cases (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. HRule10.
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4 Evaluation and Results

The evaluationmethodology aims to evaluate the reproducibility, correctness and validity
of the proposed approach’s generated use cases, actors and association represented into a
use case diagram. Validity examines each of the individually identified or generated use
cases, actors and their corresponding associations. Correctness measures the validity
of each type of the generated elements and calculates percentage of correctly valid
generated elements from total number of elements. In other words, for every input case
study and its business process model it should produce or generate a valid use case
diagram with correctly identified use cases, actors and associations between them. This
is represented in the following equation:

Correctness % = VEt – IEt/ TEt

Where VE: Number of Valid elements of type t; IE: Number of Invalid elements of
type t; TE: Total number of generated elements of type t; t: type of generated elements.

The traditional gold standard testing or model evaluation is used [18]. This is con-
ducted by evaluating the output of traditional requirement elicitation techniques, in
which software engineers are employed to build use case diagrams manually, against
BMSpec generated use case diagrams, for the same scenarios. Although this is an expen-
sive procedure, yet to ensure validity, the evaluation was done on several different case
studies.

Table 1 lists the seven evaluated case studies, including a brief description of each.
Results from the evaluation are shown in Tables 2 to 8. 6 of these case studies used
traditional requirement engineering elicitation techniques to develop their requirement
specification as use case diagrams, and 1 case use usedmanual transformation from busi-
ness process model to requirement specifications. As shown, the proposed approach was
able to identify extra features, which are not supported in other competing approaches
[1–4, 14], such as association between use cases (precede, invoke, include, extend).

Table 2 shows outputs from both the traditional manual approach and the BMSpec
automated approach for case study 1 (Nobel Prize). In this case study, 10 use cases, 4
actors and 4 associationsweremanually identified,which the proposed approach has cor-
rectly automatically generated from the corresponding business processmodel including
correct generation of associations between use cases, achieving 100% correctness. For
this case study, to achieve, it correctly employed Heuristic Rules: HRule1, HRule2,
HRule3, HRule4, HRule5, HRule6, HRule7, HRule10.

Table 3 shows outputs from both approaches for use case study 2 (Car hire). In this
case study, 3 use cases, 2 actors and 4 associations were manually identified, which the
proposed approach has correctly automatically generated from the respective business
process model including correct generation of associations between use cases, achieving
100% correctness. For this case study, to achieve it correctly employed Heuristic Rules:
HRule1, HRule2, HRule3, HRule4, HRule7, HRule9.

Similarly, Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 show outputs of both approaches for remaining case
studies respectively, generating their respective use case diagram elements correctly
in all cases. Figure 11 shows the output use case diagram compared to the manually
generated use case diagram for the X-Road Registration case study.
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Table 1. Descriptions of evaluated case studies.

Case study name Case study brief description

Nobel Prize example A case study in which a paper work [13] used manual transformation
from business process model for the Nobel prize case study to
generate a use case model. The authors used a set of rules for the
manual transformation. We used the same business process model for
the Nobel prize case study used in [13], and the validation was
conducted against their derived models

Car-Hire case study A case study in which a team of four expert master degree students
developed a software system for car-Hire Company. The team used a
traditional requirement elicitation technique to model system
requirements. The output system requirement specifications (SRS)
document included a UML use case model and a detailed use case
description. The final work of the team has been manually checked
and validated

Online Bookshop case
study

A case study, in which a team of four expert master degree students
developed an online bookshop system. The system enables publishers
or book suppliers to setup online shops, and customers to browse and
search through the shop and purchase books online. The team used a
traditional requirement elicitation technique to model system
requirements, and generated an SRS document inclusive of UML use
case diagram and use case descriptions, which was manually checked
and validated

Three X-road
services/case studies

Three case studies, obtained from the Ministry of Telecom and
Information Technology (Palestine), each representing a service.
These processes represent the daily work of three X-Road services:
registration on X-Road service, Consume X-Road service and
provide X-Road service. A team of two experts from the ministry
used a traditional requirement elicitation technique to derive system
requirements for the three case studies. The SRS document included
detailed description of the X-road services, UML use case diagram
and use case descriptions

Table 2. Nobel Prize example case Study.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid <<include>>

<<extend>>

<<precede>>

<<invoke>>

Use
cases

10 10 10 10 100%

Actors 4 4 4 4 100%
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Table 3. Car Hire case study (hire car process) case study.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid <<precede>>

<<include>>Use
cases

3 3 3 3 100%

Actors 2 2 2 2 100%

Table 4. Online Bookshop System (make order process).

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid <<extend>>

<<precede>>

<<include>>
Use
cases

5 5 5 5 100%

Actors 3 3 3 3 100%

Table 5. Extra feature calculator.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra
elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid

Use cases 2 2 2 2 100%

Actors 1 1 1 1 100%

Table 6. Registration on X-Road.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra
elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid

Use cases 4 4 4 4 100%

Actors 2 2 2 2 100%

Table 7. Consume X-Road service.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra
elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid

Use cases 7 7 7 7 100%

Actors 3 3 3 3 100%
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Table 8. Provide X-Road service.

Manual BMSpec Correctness Extra
elements

Qty. valid Qty. valid

Use cases 5 5 5 5 100%

Actors 2 2 2 2 100%

Fig. 11. Use case diagrams for the X-Road Registration service

As shown above, the proposed approach achieved 100% correctness, i.e. identified
elements of use case diagrams correctly for all evaluated case studies. Also considering
the proposed approach with other competing approaches including [14, 27], it was able
to identify and generate additional use case diagram elements and features, including
the <<extend>>, <<include>>, <<precede>> and <<invoke >> associations.
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5 Conclusion

The paper proposed an approach that shows business models can be used to generate
accurate software specifications. The proposed approach employs systematic method
that takes a number of systematic steps that processes business process models as input
using standardized BPMN notations and produces software specification as UML-based
use cases. The approach is evaluated, using gold standard, on seven case studies. Spec-
ifications, as UML use case diagrams, of the evaluated case studies were developed
using manual traditional requirement engineering techniques and automatically gener-
ated using the proposed approach from their respective business process models. Each
of the case studies was compared against manually developed traditional requirement
engineering techniques. Results show both high generation correctness and efficiency.
However, the efficiency of the generation was found to be directly proportional to the
level of richness of the input business process model.

While the proposed approach improves the efficiency of the automatic generation of
UML-based use case diagrams, it does not however cover or replace the entire require-
ments engineering stage, nor aims to generate comprehensive requirement specifications.
It provides, however, an important step forward to semi-automate the elicitation process
through the extraction of as many as possible of requirements from underlying busi-
ness process models, thus potentially significantly saving development time, reducing
requirementmisunderstanding errors and improving correct requirements representation
using software industry de facto UML.

6 Future Work

One key challenge in requirement modelling, which this approach could be improved
to include, is automating requirement traceability, so that any changes in business pro-
cess model will be reflected automatically in the requirement specifications (e.g. UML
use case model, UML activity diagram and UML class diagram).This could solve the
problem of volatility that arises in the requirement elicitation phase, and would allow
automating the tracking of business growth and changes. This improvement would addi-
tionally increase the engagement of end users in the preparing and re-engineering of
business models.
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